The Sino-Burmese Frontier Problem

BY RICHARD J. KOZICKI

Late in July 1956, The Nation, an independent and influential Rangoon daily, broke the story about Communist Chinese forces in northeastern Burma. Thereafter, and not without embarrassment to the Burmese Government, it waged a vigorous and well-documented campaign in its columns, calling public attention to the fact of Chinese aggression and to the long-standing Sino-Burmese frontier problem. Peking Radio steadfastly maintained that the border area was disputed territory and called for negotiations to settle the problem. Meanwhile, border markers disappeared, some firing was exchanged, Communist Chinese troops at some points began digging in, and Burmese indignation mounted.

The problem of demarcating the 1,500 mile Sino-Burmese frontier is neither recent nor simple. Its roots extend beyond 1886 and the British annexation of Upper Burma and are entwined in the continuing struggle for the loyalty of minority communities (such as the Kachins, Shans and Wa) which straddle the boundaries in these wild and mountainous areas. Recent events, however, have pointed up certain aspects of the protracted problem and may well determine its settlement.

Four areas along this frontier are variously involved:
(1) Burma’s northernmost boundary above Putao in Kachin State, or the eastern end of the 1914 MacMahon Line; (2) immediately below this, the general Irrawaddy-Salween watershed to the 25th parallel and particularly the three villages of Hpinaw, Gawlum and Kangfang; (3) a 100 square mile area near Bhamo in southern Kachin State known as the Namwan Assigned Tract; and (4) the Wa State area adjacent to a 200 mile stretch between the Nam Ting and Nam Kha Rivers known as the 1941 or Iselin Line. Historically these areas form part of Anglo-Chinese arrangements regarding the Sino-Burmese frontier from 1894 to 1946. The MacMahon Line was drawn when Burma was part of India, but China refused to ratify the 1914 Indo-Tibetan (Simla) Convention which gave it effect. China also never agreed to the British claim to the watershed area and its occupation in 1913. The British secured the Namwan Assigned Tract from Imperial China on perpetual lease in 1897 for Rs. 1,000 annual rental. The 1941 Line resulted from an agreement with Nationalist China based on the earlier findings of an ad hoc League of Nations Boundary Commission, headed by a Swiss (Colonel Iselin) as neutral chairman. Communist China, however, has viewed it as an unfair wartime imposition.

The presence of Communist Chinese forces on Burma’s side of the Iselin Line came to public attention in mid-1956, although these forces are reported to have been in and out of the Wa frontier area since 1952. Invasions of Burma from China’s Yunnan Province are indeed nothing new. Many migrations in ancient times followed this path. Kublai Khan’s forces swept through in the thirteenth century and the Burmese
repulsed his successors five centuries later. Since 1949 remnants of Chinese Nationalist forces have sought refuge in northeastern Burma while also carrying on a campaign of banditry. But the more recent Communist Chinese frontier violation flies in the face of important assurances of peaceful intentions, namely the oft-stated "Five Principles" (Panch Shila) of peaceful co-existence and Premier Chou En-lai's soothing remarks at the Bandung Conference.3

The Burmese Government has set great official store by these pronouncements. It can hardly do otherwise: obviously unable to handle the military dangers alone, and fearing that outside military aid would spell another Korea, it speaks softly, relies on negotiations and talks.4

for public calm. A typical example of this policy was the September 1956 press conference of the usually blunt U Ba Swe, Burma's premier after U Nu's resignation in June 1956. On this occasion he said that Burma would never tolerate aggression on her "peaceful soil, but we cannot say that the presence of Red Chinese troops on our side of the border is aggression," and urged the press to avoid publishing material likely to hinder negotiations.

This one has been apparently even more effective in neighboring India, where government and press reaction to this issue has been virtual silence. Although the Madras paper, The Hindu, reported in mid-August that a letter from U Nu handed to Premier Nehru contained a personal appeal for help in effecting a Communist Chinese withdrawal, it noted in a later report that there was "noticeable desire on the part of the Indian External Affairs Ministry to remain in the background [of the Sino-Burmese dispute] as much as possible. . . ."6 In spite of her abiding interest in Burmese affairs, India's role in this instance would appear limited to encouraging direct negotiations.7 In any event, this was the course adopted, talk of Burma's bringing the dispute to the United Nations notwithstanding.

It fell to Burma's leader, U Nu, to represent his country in these negotiations. In his capacity as elder statesman and president of the Anti-Fascist Peoples' Freedom League (AFFFL, Burma's ruling party), U Nu went to Chou En-lai's invitation to Peking late in October 1956 for talks with Chinese leaders. During the talks he sent the Burmese Ambassador back to Rangoon to bring Kachin leaders to Peking for consultations; U Zantha Sin, the Head of the Kachin State, Sama Duwa and Duwa Zau Lawn joined him there. That their territory loomed important in the discussions was apparent after U Nu returned to Rangoon.

A joint communiqué issued on November 10 stated that the talks had provided a "favourable basis" for settlement of the Sino-Burmese boundary question. The Chinese side had put forward a "fair and reasonable" proposal which the Burmese side would consider. In the meantime, troop withdrawals would begin and be

---

3 Following the lead of India's Premier Nehru, U Nu first joined China's Premier Chou En-lai on June 29, 1954, in formal affirmation of "Panch Shila." They are mutual respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, non-aggression, non-interference in internal affairs, equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful co-existence. During an important address to the Political Committee at Bandung in April 1955, Chou En-lai made specific references to Burma and stressed that China would settle her border problems by "only peaceful means." See Kahin, George M., The Asian-African Conference, Ithaca; Cornell University Press, 1956, pp. 59-60.


5 See The Hindu, August 15 and 31, 1956. An exception to the Indian journalistic silence was the Delhi weekly Thought, whose editor, on August 11, 1956, obliquely criticized New Delhi in what he termed "Burma's Little Tibet."

6 U Ba Swe is reported to have said later in Calcutta that there was no question of asking for India to act as a mediator in the Sino-Burmese frontier dispute. The Burman, November 1, 1956.

completed before the end of 1956, Chinese troops retiring from the area west of the 1941 Line and Burmese troops from Hpimaw, Gawlum and Kangfang. On the same day U Nu gave a detailed broadcast talk on the border problem.9

U Nu explained that an "overall settlement" of the border problem was being attempted. Tracing its historical background, he emphasized that the Sino-Burmese border north of the high conical peak at latitude 25° 35' N had never been agreed upon. Except for the 1941 Line, Premier Chou accepted the sections delimited below this as having "legal basis" and would accept the former if an overall settlement could be reached. Burma's existing northern border along the MacMahan Line and the watershed area would also be accepted, subject to the reservation that Hpimaw, Gawlum and Kangfang be considered Chinese territory (a claim which the British had never denied) and should therefore be returned to China. China also requested abrogation of the perennial lease on the Namwan Assigned Tract (never actually Burmese territory) for which China had refused to receive the annual rental since 1948. In short, with the latter two exceptions, China was prepared to accept the frontier which Burma inherited on achieving independence. Clearly mindful of the need for a completely delimited frontier, U Nu endorsed the Chinese proposal as "fair and just."

Burmese reactions to this proposal ranged from qualified relief to some enthusiasm. The Nation's editor conceded that it deserved "serious consideration," adding that the initial public outcry in Burma (which he had stirred up) saved Burmese necks, "but it seems we have to suffer the loss of an ear." The Kachins remain the most aggrieved, since they stand to lose part of their state, when in accordance with Article 200 of the Burmese Constitution, their State Council consents to diminution of the area.

When Premier Chou En-lai arrived in Burma a month later for a two-day state visit, Kachin students at the University of Rangoon held up signs along his route which said, "Kachin Students Welcome Chou—With Tears." In an open letter to Premier Chou En-lai, the "Rangoon University Kachin Students Hpimaw Action Committee" declared, inter alia, their belief that the proposed agreement to cede the three village tracts, "without the genuine consent of the people in actual possession of the land, is not in conformity with the Principles of Peaceful Co-existence..." They appealed to the Chinese Premier to let the disputed areas remain "as they were eight years ago. For a mighty country like China these villages are infinitesimal, but for a small country like Burma, especially our tiny Kachin State, their cession spells great sacrifice and suffering."10 It should be noted that this open letter and subsequent Kachin references to the disputed areas make little or no mention of the Namwan tract, presumably attaching less sentiment to this area (mostly inhabited by Shans and Shan-Tajoks) and probably accepting U Nu's position that the area was merely leased from China.

It was generally expected that talks between Premiers Chou and Ba Swe would result in a final border settlement. Their week-end trip to Mangshih, a town sixty miles inside Yunnan Province, for an elaborate border conference increased this expectation. They traveled along part of the wartime Burma Road from Lashio together with several hundred persons, including many Kachins and Shans. Rallies were held, the two Premiers talked and returned to Rangoon, but nothing happened. A disappointed Burma learned that China still demanded the three village tracts as a price of a border settlement. In a joint statement the Premiers reaffirmed the Five Principles, outlined their recent itinerary and noted that their discussions on the frontier issue have led to "further clarification of the Chinese and Burmese points of view and have brought the problem nearer to a solution satisfactory to both countries."

How much nearer remained a question. The Kachins naturally emerged as the main objectors. Leaders such as Sima Duwa Sinwa Nawng, a former Head of the Kachin State, and Duwa Zau Rip, a former State Minister, had already come out against a comprehensive settlement, thereby adding the confusing element of local or Kachin State politics to the complicated issue. The chances of the Kachin State Council continuing to such a settlement after Premier Chou's departure were reported as "nil.11"

10 U Nu told the press afterwards that, even without the records and documents relied upon by the Chinese, he would be "disposed to give the three village tracts to China in return for a well-refined and well-demarcated boundary, a requirement which Britain at the height of her power had been unable to meet." The Nation, November 11, 1956.
as focal for the grouping of political forces and fortunes. Here, as in other sectors of Burmese politics (with the possible exception of the AFPFL), events are dominated by conflicting personalities rather than by clear programs and extensive organization. U Zanhta Sin, Head or Chief Minister of the Kachin State, is leader of the Kachin National Council (KNC), an AFPFL affiliate now in the process of being absorbed into the AFPFL. His rival, Suma Duwa Sihwa Nawng and Duwa Zau Rip, lead the People's Economic Cultural Development Organization (PECDO) and the Pawngyawng National Organization respectively.

At a joint Pawngyawng-PECDO meeting called in mid-December to discuss the Sino-Burmese frontier problem, it was stated that, as far as the parties were concerned, "neither on historical grounds nor on principle of international justice, can we separate those [three villages] territories from Burma." They concluded by saying that they could find no pressing urgency for disposing of the problem and that if the territories were yielded, it would be "on the sole responsibility of the Kachin National Council, the party in power." Apparently sensing some division in the KNC over the issue, the Pawngyawng-PECDO leaders soon reversed themselves, declaring in January that they considered it to be a "function of the Government to settle the border question as it deemed fit" and that their "duty was to assist in making it effective." They denied adopting this stand to gain power but added that the KNC leaders in the Kachin State Council (where they have a majority of 11 to 8) should resign because of their "faults." The KNC countered by saying it would not resign and at a subsequent joint KNC-AFPFL meeting in Myitkyina issued a statement "unconditionally" supporting the frontier proposals discussed by Premier Chou En-lai and U Nu.

A more effective assurance of securing Kachin State


14 The KNC, a political party, is not to be confused with the Kachin State Council, a state legislature under Burma's quasi-federal Constitution. The Kachin State Council consists of all the members of Parliament representing the Kachin State and its legislative enactments require the signature of the Union President. See Constitution of the Union of Burma (1948), Chapter 21, Part 11, Article 100-112.


16 Ibid., January 5, 1957. See also The Guardian and New Times of Burma, both for January 8, 1957.

17 The Nation, January 9, 1957. It has since been reported that there will be merely a reshuffling of portfolios when U Nu resumes the premiership but the portfolio of National Solidarity will definitely be created for Sina Duwa Sihwa Nawng (a vague post he held from 1955 to 1956). Accordingly, his influential cooperation in a border settlement would seem assured. The Guardian, February 15, 1957.

Council consent to these proposals was the "rice-roots" campaign conducted by U Zanhta Sin and others in the Kachin State during the last three weeks of January. This was a tour designed to explain the proposals to the Kachins, particularly those in the areas directly affected. Before carrying his tour into Hpimaw, from which area he was elected, U Zanhta Sin indicated the nature of his appeal while addressing a mass meeting at Myitkyina. He told the assembled Kachins to take a "national view" of the issue, emphasizing that the three villages are "not merely Kachin villages but Union territory. The issue is not [sic] Kachin issue but a national issue; and we should respect therefore any decision made by the Union Government in consonance with the Five Principles pledged by China and Burma." His tour progressed successfully, the Kachins responding favorably to his appeal and accepting the proposed cession of the three village areas. At one point, however, a "strong demand" for the retention of the Namwan tract was reported to exist among some Kachins, who also urged the Union Government to negotiate with the Chinese for its permanent transfer to Burma, presumably because of the important Bhamo-Namkhan highway which runs across the tract and links the Kachin and Shan States.

Kachin Opposition

He had to contend, however, with real opposition from the Kachins most affected by the proposed settlement, those of the Hpimaw area. U Zanhta Sin and another member of Parliament spent over a week in this area. Upon arrival he found that unidentified opposition elements had previously distributed pamphlets charging that he and U Nu had "sold the Kachins' land to China." He is also reported to have found among the Kachins of the area a "united feeling" against transfer of the three village territories. But the people accorded him a "patient hearing," at which he explained that the issue should be viewed "from the standpoint of the Union as a whole" and stressed the advantage of having a "secure and settled border once and for all." Eventually the Kachins signified their willingness to sacrifice their land in the interest of the Union, but asked to be moved to "some other part of the State as quickly as possible." To handle this problem the Kachin State Government has already formed a special "Resettlement Committee" to work in

19 The Guardian, January 11, 1957. The advocacy of the "national view" is congenial to U Zanhta Sin, who worked for Kachin identity with Burma proper even before the 1947 frontier area agreements. See his biographical sketch in Burma (Rangoon, Director of Information), Vol. VI, No. 4, July 1956, p. 37.

19 The Nation, January 17, 1957.
20 Ibid., January 30, 1957.
21 Ibid., January 30, 1957.
consulation with the Union Government. Most of the area's 3,000 people are involved in such a move, since only the Lisu or Yawin villagers are expected to stay with the Chinese, there being Yawin tribesmen across the border. 22

While U Zanhta Sin was conducting his tour in the Hpmaw area, a similar visit was taking place in the Namwan tract, where two Kachin State Ministers and a Bhamo member of Parliament went to talk with the people. After hearing the border proposals explained at mass meetings, the elders of the area are reported to have asked the Ministers to approach China for permanent transfer of the Namwan tract to Burma. If the Chinese would not agree to this, the people wished to be moved to "some other part of Burma" before the tract was handed over. A population of about 5,000 is involved here, consisting mostly of Shans settled in the plain across which the Bhamo-Namkhan highway runs. Significantly enough, it is reported that the Union Government has already planned an alternative road to bypass the Namwan tract, though "political circles" in Rangoon maintain that neither will this road be built nor the population shifted, believing that China will give up the Namwan tract when the frontier agreement is signed. 23

The shift in Kachin State public opinion and the explanatory tours conducted in Kachin State have meant the removal of the main obstacles to the signing of such an agreement. When U Zanhta Sin returned to Rangoon, the only diehard group remaining among the Kachins appeared to be the students at the university who had formed the "Hpmaw Committee." 24

The Kachin State Council met on February 14 but the expected resolution on the village territories did not appear on the agenda. It was subsequently reported that the details of the proposed settlement, complete with documents and maps, were still being prepared by the Burmese Foreign Office and that the Kachin State Council would make a decision only on the principle of transfer at this time. The Burmese Foreign Office, the report continues, is, in turn, waiting on Peking, where the "full plan" for settlement is being worked out between Premier Chou En-lai and Burma's Ambassador, U Hla Maung. This plan will not be ready for presentation to the Burmese Government "for some time." 25 However, when the Kachin State Council was prorogued a few days later because of the forthcoming session of the Union Parliament, it still had not been able to introduce a resolution. The reported reason for this inaction was that China's official acceptance of the plan had not been received in Rangoon but, if such word comes from Peking later, the Kachin State Council will be "called into emergency session." 26

Thus, as U Nu takes up the reins of the Burmese Government once more, the border settlement for which he and others have earnestly striven remains to be formally concluded. Nevertheless, various observations may be made.

Prospects for Agreement

The first is that a comprehensive border settlement with China will probably be concluded in the near future. The Burmese Government is anxious for such a settlement and U Nu in his official statements on the village tracts has heavily committed the Burmese to concessions. The Chinese, on the other hand, have accepted almost the entire existing Sino-Burmese boundary and their troops have been withdrawn. The proposed "quid pro quo" appears palatable, especially if Burma's loss of territory, with its strategic pass, is placed in the context of her comparative weakness. Having taken considerable steps toward a border settlement, there seems to be no disposition by the Burmese Government to turn back or incur the displeasure of the Chinese, whose visiting cultural and military missions, for example, were being feted while the Kachins were being persuaded to accept the proposed settlement.

The response of the Kachins to the explanatory tours and U Zanhta Sin's "national view" is encouraging evidence of a developing Burmese national consciousness among the frontier peoples though the inability of the Kachins to secede from Burma may be a factor. 27 This response is a positive aspect of the frontier question for Burma, second in importance only to her

22 Ibid., February 1, 1957.
23 Ibid., February 6, 1957.
24 U Zanhta Sin told this group in an interview that even the people living in the disputed area had accepted the "inevitable" and asked them to be "reasonable," but they met later and vowed never to agree to the cession of the village area and to keep the issue alive "so long as we live." Ibid., February 2, 1957.
25 Ibid., February 17, 1957.
26 Ibid., February 20, 1957.
27 Unlike the Shan and other States, the right of secession after ten years under the Constitution (Chapter X) expressly does not apply to the Kachin State (Article 78). Parenthetically, recent talk of secession by the Shan State has been refused by the Shan saheb, other Shan leaders and outside observers. See The Nation, January 30 and February 19, 1957, and The Burman, February 8, 1957. In this connection, it must also be mentioned that the most militant example of secessionist activity in Burma, the Karen's rebellion, will shortly be dealt with in a most intelligent way. The AFFKL has nominated a prominent Karen (U Win Maung, Minister for Fort, Marine, Civil Aviation and Coastal Shipping in U Ba Swe's Cabinet) to be Burma's next President. He will be elected to that office by both Chambers of Parliament on March 12. See The Nation, February 22, 1957, and The Burman, February 23, 1957.
The Indonesian Elite

BY JAMES H. MYSEBERGH

The elite group of Indonesian society is the articulate, urban, mainly Dutch-educated, indigenous upper-class with its largest and most powerful segment centered in the capital city of Jakarta. The members of this group are the spokesmen for a country of some eighty million people, and most visitors to Indonesia deal with this group in one capacity or another, either officially or socially. Within this elite, political factions form and break off, approve or oppose foreign and domestic policies, make governments and break cabinets, and generally decide the fate of the nation. This small group, with a hard core of probably not more than two hundred, has a strategic importance out of all proportion to its numerical or economic strength. It claims to know and to speak for the nation; yet it often presents a misleading impression of national homogeneity.

When the Dutch began to extend their colonial rule over Indonesia, they worked principally through the local rajadjas' and sultans' courts and the regional aristocracy which represented the only centers of power and authority in the archipelago. Through this aristocracy the Dutch extended their control over the peasant. In course of time the aristocracy either became the instrument of growing Dutch power or was liquidated in favor of direct political control.

Many members of the Indonesian elite today are the descendants of this aristocracy who adapted themselves to Dutch rule over Indonesia. They are mostly the sons and daughters of ex-colonial government officials, regents and district officers who by virtue of working for the Dutch were given the opportunity of giving their children a limited Dutch education, although most of them were denied equivalent opportunities for winning positions of authority and advancement. The resulting frustration contributed much to the gradual evolution of a revolutionary fraternity which spearheaded the struggle for independence.

The Dutch educational system was the principal unifying factor of the ruling elite. It molded the character of this group whose members became products of a hybrid culture wherein Western values were superimposed on traditional Indonesian values. Regional influences brought into Jakarta (then Batavia) by Bataks, Ambonese, Minangkabau and Madonese fueled under the force of this foreign imprint. Yet, with few individual exceptions, the ruling elite became only partially Westernized, possibly because the Dutch seldom allowed the Indonesian intelligentsia much scope for intercultural relations with the West and tried to keep it isolated from outside influences. But in the development of this group, familiarity with Dutch cultural patterns was essential. In colonial times the educated upper-class Indonesian needed a knowledge of Dutch culture and language in order to assure his social and economic status. Thus for the current generation of leaders a Dutch education was — not by choice but by necessity — an important contribution in the later struggle for independence.

During this acculturation the educated Indonesians often repudiated their regional habits and customs as being provincial and an impediment to acceptance within the small, select in-group. Once their status became secure, however, they could afford to display a nostalgic pride in their own cultural traditions. Today, many of these Indonesians pay lip-service to their regional and religious customs on their infrequent

by U Nu on November 10.28

Burma, however, will still face the growing problem of Chinese immigration (sometimes clandestine) and the continuing difficulty of maintaining an independent foreign policy alongside such a powerful and assertive neighbor.

28 Premier Nu, in his first major policy statement in the Chamber of Deputies after his return to power, declared that "Burma's border demarcation problem with Communist China was 'a matter of life and death.'" New York Times, March 5, 1957.